Abstract-Optimal routing in hierarchical wireless sensor networks is an NP-complete problem of immense practical importance for which exact solutions exist for very small problem sizes. This paper presents a new memetic algorithm, based on differential evolution, that solves routing problems of more than a thousand relay nodes; in comparison, the best-known approach in the literature handles up to 312 nodes. Simulation results show that the proposed method consistently produces better-quality solutions than three competing approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
Sensor nodes are tiny, low-cost and low-power devices with one or more sensors, a processor, memory, a power supply, a radio and an actuator [1] , [19] . A wide variety of sensors can be attached to the sensor node for measuring properties of interest from the environment in which the sensor nodes are placed. These sensor nodes can collect data from the environment and transmit the sensed data to another sensor node or a relay station or some other target. A sensor network is an interconnection of sensor nodes. Wireless sensor networks have recently been the focus of much attention. These networks are central to the recent growth in pervasive and ubiquitous computing.
Because of the severe power constraints on sensor nodes, the lifetime of a network crucially depends on the battery power of its nodes. To extend network lifetime and to maintain a balanced load sharing with fault tolerance, a special type of sensor nodes, called relay nodes, are often used (see, e.g., [2] , [3] , [8] , [9] , [10] , [17] ). The relay nodes usually have higher power compared to the sensor nodes, and can be used as cluster-heads in hierarchical sensor networks [4] , [13] .
Energy-efficient routing in hierarchically arranged nodes in wireless sensor networks is an open problem for which exact integer linear programming (ILP) solutions exist [4] , but the approach fails to provide acceptable solutions for large networks. A genetic algorithm-based approach [5] has recently been proposed that, while performing better than the ILP method, still suffers from the problem of scalability (it was shown to handle networks of up to 312 relay nodes). The present paper develops a memetic computing approach, based on differential evolution [6] , [16] , to solving this problem for much larger problem sizes (more than a thousand). The present approach uses a new encoding scheme and adopts the DE mutation to provide an improved search mechanism by a novel combination of differential evolution and local search.
II. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Following Ref. [4] , we assume that the sensor nodes, once placed, are either static or do not move much. The sensor nodes are organized into groups or clusters with each cluster having its own cluster-head that serves as the relay node for multi-hop access to the base station. Thus this is a hierarchical, two-tiered structure where the relay nodes may possess higher initial battery life than the non-relay sensors. Centralized computing [4] , [15] , [18] of the route at the base station is assumed. As in [4] , [5] , we address non-flow-splitting routing. Given the topology of relay nodes and the base station, and the constraints on the relay nodes, the problem, then, is to find a routing scheme (a pathway from every relay node to the base station, possibly via other relay nodes) such that the energy consumption of the maximum-energy-consuming relay node is minimized. Under the (very reasonable) assumption that a network fails whenever a relay node in the network fails, the above minimization automatically leads to the network lifetime maximization.
III. THE MEMETIC ALGORITHM
The memetic algorithm has a differential evolution (DE) algorithm [6] , [16] at its core. DE is one of the newest members of the evolutionary algorithm family in computational intelligence [12] . We maintain a DE population P G = [ X 1,G , X 2,G , . . . , X N P,G ] where each X j,G (j = 1, 2, . . . , N P ), is a D-dimensional vector representing a routing solution. The vector indices are arranged randomly (as obtained during initialization) in order to preserve the diversity of each neighborhood. 
A. Encoding
We propose the following fixed-length vector encoding of trial solutions: (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n ) with a i ∈ rand(0, 1] for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. The a i 's are set independently. We denote by N (i) the set of nodes that are within transmission range of node i along the route to the destination (base station), and write N (i, j) to refer to the jth node of N (i), i.e., the jth neighbor of node i. Our encoding maps each a i to an index j by j := ⌈a i × |N (i)|⌉, and then selects N (i, j) as the target of node i's transmission. Therefore the a values uniquely specify a cycle-free, energyefficient route. An example of the encoding procedure is given in figure 1 .
B. Mutation
For each member of the population, X j,G , a donor vector V j,G is created by employing the best (fittest) vector in the population and any four other vectors chosen from the population:
F is the scaling factor.
The algebraic steps of addition and subtraction in the differential operator may cause x i to go below 0 or above 1. When that happens, our algorithm replaces the value with a Gaussian distributed (with a low variance) random deviate close to zero or one. We cannot afford to have a zero value for any x i in this case.
C. Crossover
To increase the potential diversity of the population, a crossover operation is used after the donor vector has been generated through mutation. The donor vector V j,G exchanges its components with the target vector X j,G to create what is known as the trial vector, U j,G . Binomial crossover is performed on each of the D components whenever a randomly picked number between 0 and 1 is less than or equal to the C r (crossover rate) value. In this case, the number of components inherited from the donor has a (nearly) binomial distribution. If the trial vector yields an equal or better value of the fitness function, it replaces the corresponding target vector in the next generation; otherwise the target is retained in the population. If a target vector X j,G is replaced with the corresponding trial vector U j,G , the best vector in the population X best,G may also be updated by U j,G , provided the latter yields a better value of the objective function.
IV. FITNESS FUNCTION
We use the nomenclature defined in table I. The first-order radio model [4] , [11] is used to compute the energy dissipated by each relay node for reception and transmission: The numerical values of the constants used in this paper are as follows:
The path loss exponent, m, is set to 2. The length of a side of the smallest square in the grid is 10 m, so that a diagonal is 10 √ 2 m. It is assumed that each relay node receives a total of 1000 bits (per time slot) from its sensor nodes.
In a complete route, starting from each relay node and ending at the base station, the maximum energy dissipated by a node is given by
The goal is to achieve a routing that minimizes the E max .
V. LOCAL IMPROVEMENT
A local improvement step is added to each new individual that is created, as follows.
Pick the maximum-energy-consuming node in the solution, and in an attempt to lower its energy consumption, perform the following:
• Find the set of nodes transmitting to the node with the highest energy consumption.
• Filter out any nodes in that set that have no option other than to send to this node.
• From the remaining set, randomly select one, and randomly change it to transmit somewhere else.
The idea is to reduce the reception cost for the maximumenergy-consuming node. The problem that one can have with this improvement attempt is that the revised solution (after the improvement) may have a worse fitness -that is, some other node may now consume more energy than the previous maximum-energy-consuming node did.
The modified solution's fitness is evaluated, and if the new fitness is better than the original, the new solution replaces the original solution. If the new fitness is not better, the original solution is left undisturbed. This process involves one extra fitness evaluation for each attempt at improvement (a count of all such extra evaluations is maintained). 
VI. EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP AND RESULTS
Experiments are run on two types of networks: a k × k grid of relay nodes with the base station at the lower left corner of the grid (k × k-LL), and a similar grid with the base station at the center (k × k-C). Five different problem sizes are considered, with the number of relay nodes given by n = 24, 120, 288, 440 and 1088 (corresponding to k = 5, 11, 17, 21 and 33, respectively). Placement of the sensor nodes is not addressed; it is assumed that each sensor node is covered by one relay node.
Four algorithms were used for a comparative analysis: a three-operator genetic algorithm (GA), differential evolution (DE/best/2/bin), the genetic algorithm augmented with the local improvement, called a GAM (GA-based memetic algorithm), and differential evolution augmented with the local improvement, or DEM (DE-based memetic algorithm).
Sixteen independent runs of each of the four algorithms are executed on each of the ten problems (24C, 24LL, · · ·, 1088C, 1088LL). Each run was continued up to 100,000 fitness evaluations. The population size used was 10 times the number of problem dimensions in each case.
The GA was implemented with an encoding scheme that used integers for the different transmission choices available to a given relay node. We used fitness-proportionate selection [7] , [14] , one-point crossover, and elitism (replace the current generation's worst member with the previous generation's best). The mutation operator changed the transmission destination of a given node into a randomly chosen node in its transmission range. For all GA runs, the following parameter settings were used: p m = 0.02, p c = 0.8. The DE/best/2/bin version was used with the following parameter values: F = 0.8, C r = 0.7.
Space restrictions prevent us from showing all of the experimental results. Four representative cases, corresponding to just one problem size (33 × 33) are shown in figs. 3 and 4 where each row corresponds to a run. For each run, the "Max" column shows the energy (in nJ) consumed by the maximum-energy-consuming relay node in the best solution of that run; that is, each row represents the best-of-run solution of a single run. The goal of the algorithm is to minimize this Max. The corresponding "Error" column shows the deviation (in percentage) of the best solution of a given run from the best solution of the 16-run suite. The "Best at" column indicates the number of fitness evaluations needed to reach the best-of- run solution (for the first time) in a given run. The average energy consumption of all the relay nodes in a solution is shown in the column labeled "Mean" (note, however, that the algorithm did not optimize this metric; we recorded this value to see what effect minimizing the greatest consumption had on the average consumption of the entire network). The "Error" column next to the "Mean" shows the percentage deviation of the mean value of a given run from the best mean out of the 16 runs. Clearly, the best "Max" and the best "Mean" do not necessarily belong to the same run. The last two rows in a table show the mean and the standard deviation of the values from the 16 runs.
The total number of successful improvements is shown in the "Imps" column. For DEM and GAM, the "Best at" evaluations include zero or more improvement steps (the total number of evaluations is kept 100,000, even with the improvement steps added).
Tables II and III provide a summary of the average performance of the competing algorithms. The empirical results show that DEM consistently produces solutions of a higher quality than GAM does. For all the problem sizes and for both C and LL base-station configurations, the following metrics are lower (better) for the DEM than for the GAM:
• the best-of-16-runs fitness,
• the mean-of-16-runs fitness, • the fitness standard deviation of the 16 runs. A head-to-head comparison between the DE and the GA shows that the DE outperforms the GA on all three of the above metrics (with the singular exception of the fitness standard deviation in the 21×21-C case being larger for the DE than for the GA). Figure 2 shows the progress of the search as the number of fitness evaluations increases. We plot the average (over 16 runs) best-of-run solutions at each generation for DE and GA (both without the local improvement strategy) for the 17 × 17LL case. The DE is seen to have a better rate of improvement, in addition to reaching a better final solution at the end of the run. The better rate of improvement is useful in cases when an application has severe constraints on the computational time. 
VII. CONCLUSION
This paper developed a memetic algorithm based on differential evolution for solving the routing problem in twotier sensor networks. The proposed method used a novel mix of local search and differential evolution to implement an improved search for optimal routes. Experimental results showed that the method consistently produced solutions of better quality than those produced by three competitors (differential evolution, genetic algorithm, and genetic-algorithmbased memetic algorithm). The method solved much larger problem sizes than reported in the best-known published work in the literature.
